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Time has been moving forward for another month, and it will be full-term in less than
a week. Su wanwan now has a lot of trouble walking, and her legs and feet will be
swollen every afternoon. However, she is very pleased to think that the two kids are
growing up healthily.

But there are also times when I feel uncomfortable.

For example, think of such a terrible operation.

As if news push can see people's heart, it even pushed her a "maternal production
accident to protect adults or children?" It's a good information.

Su wanwan hesitated and opened the post.

Fortunately, the blogger still has some common sense. He knows that doctors won't
ask this question now. He defaults to save adults first.

However, the blogger also reminded me at the end that we must let our mother's
family go when we produce. It's better to bring a knife.

She imagined the appearance of the Su family. She estimated that she would have to
force Jiang Chengzhan to have children with a knife, so that they could spend a lot of
money with their children.

What a sad feeling.

Forget it. Anyway, she's not really the daughter of the Su family. There's no need to be
sad because of them.

In the evening, Jiang Chengzhan comes back. Su pulls him to the sofa and says, "Jiang
Chengzhan, let me ask you something."

Generally, when Su wanwan's full name and surname calls him, it's no good.

Jiang Chengzhan was carrying it in his heart. As he took off his watch and put it on the
tea table, he casually said, "I ate less at noon today. I'm a little hungry. Is the food
ready?"



"Don't interrupt," Su wanwan pulled the man back, asked him to sit upright and forced
him to look at himself. "Talking to you, what topic do you interrupt? You don't eat
much at noon. Won't you eat in the afternoon?"

Jiang Chengzhan knew that he could not escape. He held her shoulder in both hands
and looked into her eyes with deep eyes. "Wife, I found that you are more and more
beautiful, even there are several sizes bigger."

"Nonsense," Sue went to hit him on the back of the hand at night, "don't talk nonsense,
and I used to be very young?"

She took a look down, really from pregnant after a little bit bigger, now heavy.

Jiang Chengzhan shook his head: "it used to be just right, now it's super just right."

He saw Su wanwan smile for a while, and quickly got up to pull her, "OK, go to dinner,
aren't you hungry?"

"I'm a little hungry," Su wanwan stood up with one hand holding him and one hand
holding his waist, and moved to the restaurant step by step.

After eating a meal, I suddenly remembered what I was going to ask Jiang Chengzhan.
She was fooled.

No, she can't do it without asking once.

"Jiang Chengzhan, you haven't answered what I asked you?"

"Ah," Jiang Chengzhan knew he couldn't get away with it. He responded, "but I didn't
listen to what you asked?"

Su wanwan puts down her chopsticks. Now the temptation of delicious food is zero for
her. She just wants to know what Jiang Chengzhan thinks.

"You say, if there is dystocia when giving birth, do you want to protect adults or
children?"

"Wife," Jiang Chengzhan looked at her speechless, "do you think a little too much, you
have decided to cesarean section, what is dystocia, bah bah, bad luck!"

Su wanwan snorted: "I mean if, if you give birth naturally, you can't give birth. Do you
want adults or children?"



Is there a standard answer to this?

Jiang Chengzhan wants to ask Du Niang, but Su wanwan seems to have noticed what
he wants to do. He holds down his mobile phone and looks at him fiercely. "To be
honest, this kind of thing still hesitates. Are you a man?"

Jiang Chengzhan frowned: "I am not a man, you don't know?"

"You don't know where the child came from?"

Vegetable mother has been sitting next to eat silently, smell speech couldn't help
laughing, got up to eat.

Su wanwan gave him a cold knife eye: "answer quickly and honestly, don't give me
three pull four."

Jiang Chengzhan shrugged helplessly: "if I say you, you must say," why don't you
want my child? " If I want to have children, you must be angry with me, so, wife, can
we assume something good? "

"For example, we are about to give birth, and the child's name has not yet been
decided. Why don't we give the child a name now?"

"Before leaving hospital, you must fix the child's name, otherwise you can't get
registered permanent residence. After you can't get registered permanent residence,
you can't study. Don't you think that's the big problem?"

Can't read?

This sentence is absolutely in Su wanwan's heart. Both she and Jiang Chengzhan have
regrets. She has no conditions to go to school, but the original master did not finish the
exam.

Jiang Chengzhan did not graduate.

So their children have to go to the best schools in the future.

After Jiang Chengzhan mentioned this, Su wanwan temporarily forgot whether a man
with dystocia would choose an adult or a child.

She tilted her head, elbows on the table, and supported her small face. Her expression
looked very tangled, and she thought hard about the child's name.

"If it's a boy, it's Jiang Bing?"



Jiang Chengzhan was not as melancholy as they were. He said, "it's better to call it
gingerbread."

Su wanwan

It's easy to be laughed at by classmates in the future.

"What if the girl's name is ginger candy?"

Jiang Chengzhan thinks it's quite lovely, "you can consider it."

Su wanwan really can't think of a big name, "why don't we have a small name first?"

Jiang Chengzhan looked at her uncontrollable excitement, knew what she thought, and
asked: "what's your nickname?"

Su wanwan: "nicknames are based on their weight. They used to be very popular in
our country."

"What about you?" Jiang Chengzhan frowned.

Su wanwan knew that she had said something wrong, so she quickly cleared her throat
and covered it up. "Well, I'd better eat first. I'm starving."

Seeing that it's time for production, Su wanwan has packed up everything and is ready
to go to the hospital at any time.

They can choose a date for this kind of caesarean section.

Su wanwan and Jiang Chengzhan are not so superstitious, but since they can choose,
they still have to choose a good day.

The final date is March 9th.

It's time to unload the goods. Sue feels that she's in a good mood. Now she has to have
an examination almost every day. The doctor says that the amniotic fluid is OK, which
makes her happy.

On March 8, Jiang Chengzhan sent Su wanwan to the hospital. He planned to have a
check-up first and go to the operating table tomorrow.

After blood tests, B-ultrasound and fetal heart rate monitoring, the doctor regretfully
told them: "Mr. Jiang, Mrs. Jiang, the puerpera may not have a baby in the evening, so



now we have to arrange the operation."

"So fast?" Su Wan asked the doctor in surprise and looked up to see Jiang Chengzhan.

She wanted to be born tomorrow, but she didn't know how to be born today!

The doctor nodded: "amniotic fluid is not much, if you want to live at night, Shun can
not come out to turn the section may be subject to two stubble crime."

"What about that?" Su wailed and looked at Jiang Chengzhan, and touched his plump
stomach with both hands. "Will you do it today?"

Since the doctor said that, it must be in today's dissection, Jiang Chengzhan didn't
think much: "then please arrange the operation today."

It was a sudden decision.

Su wanwan thinks that these two little guys are just having a hard time with her, and
even refuses to wait for a day.

Jiang Chengzhan followed the doctor to sign informed consents for various operations.

President Jiang, who is used to signing words at ordinary times, waved his pen when
he took the documents and signed his name without hesitation. At that time, he felt
very natural, fluent and domineering.

But when he saw the informed consent of the operation, after reading a few lines from
top to bottom, he began to shake with both hands holding the consent.

It's not signed at all.

... the following complications, accidents and life risks may occur during and after the
operation

1. Anesthesia accident (see anesthesia agreement for details)

2. Amniotic fluid embolism, DIC, endanger maternal life.

3. If necessary, hysterectomy should be performed. There was no menstruation and
loss of fertility; Severe shock and even death.

……

Jiang Chengzhan didn't finish reading it at all. His brain roared and his eyes began to



change. He didn't know what was written in black and white.

The doctor in charge saw that he didn't move for a long time and urged: "Mr. Jiang, the
surgeon is still waiting. Please hurry up."

Jiang Chengzhan took the pen from the side, and saw his fingers trembling, falling on
the paper, unable to write at all.

Doctors look at him, every day to face such a family has been used to, explained: "any
operation will be dangerous, but cesarean section is a more mature technology, general
situation will not be dangerous, our hospital to now cesarean section operation 0
accident."

Jiang Chengzhan nodded mechanically, holding a pen to write, but he suddenly raised
his head: "what if there is an accident?"

Doctor: --

"I can't guarantee that, but we will try our best. Don't worry, Mr. Jiang."

Jiang Chengzhan raised his hand and pressed his forehead: "can we not sign this?"

The doctor explained, "if you don't sign it, you can't operate. Either you sign it, or you
have to sign it yourself."

Do you want sue to sign later?

Jiang Chengzhan felt that she should not put pressure on her. Before, he asked him
whether to protect adults or children.

Forget it. He doesn't have to look at the content. He has to sign it anyway.

He closed his eyes and took a deep breath. Like a general about to go to the battlefield,
he picked up the agreement and wrote his name wherever he needed to sign it.

The more he looked, the more scared he was. He had to suffocate before he had to wait
for the operation.

It's not easy for a woman to have a baby. Let's just forget about this couple. In the
future, whoever loves to have a baby, his wife won't have one.

Jiang Chengzhan signs to find Su wanwan. She is going to change clothes with the
doctor. When she sees Jiang Chengzhan coming back, she is still afraid. She pulls
Jiang Chengzhan, her eyes blink, and suddenly she gets wet.



Jiang Chengzhan reached out to hold people in his arms, across a round tummy, "wife,
I'll wait for you."

Su Wan nodded later, choking in her throat: "well, don't worry, our mother and son
will come out safely."

※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※

The content of the informed consent for surgery comes from Baidu.

The baby will come out tomorrow!
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